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Abstract
Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) approaches aim to reveal failures caused by the interactions
of factors, such as input parameters and configuration options. Our ultimate goal in this line of research
is to improve the practicality of CIT approaches. To this end, we have been working on developing
what we call Unified Combinatorial Interaction Testing (U-CIT), which not only represents most (if not
all) combinatorial objects that have been developed so far, but also allows testers to develop their own
application-specific combinatorial objects for testing. However, realizing U-CIT in practice requires us
to solve an interesting constraint solving problem. In this work we informally define the problem and
present a greedy algorithm to solve it. Our gaol is not so much to present a solution, but to introduce
the problem, the solution of which (we believe) is of great practical importance.
1 Introduction
Software systems frequently embody a wide spectrum of system variabilities that require testing,
such as software and hardware configuration options, user inputs, and thread interleavings.
However, exhaustively testing all possible variations in a timely manner (if not impossible at
all) is generally far beyond the available resources for testing [15]. For this reason, the testing
of modern software systems almost always involve sampling enormous variability spaces and
testing representative instances of a system’s behavior. In practice, this sampling is commonly
performed with techniques collectively referred to as combinatorial interaction testing (or CIT)
[15, 10].
CIT approaches work by first defining a model of the system’s variability space. This model
typically includes a set of factors, each of which takes its value from a particular domain,
and a (possibly empty) set of inter-option constraints, each of which invalidates certain factor
value combinations, as not all possible combinations may be valid in practice. Based on this
model, CIT then generates a sample, meeting a specified coverage criterion. That is, the
sample contains some specified combinations of factors and their values. For instance, a t-way
covering array, which is a well-known and frequently-used CIT object, requires that each valid
combination of factor values for every combination of t factors, appears at least once in the
sample [2]. Here, t is often referred to as the coverage strength.
The basic justification for using CIT is that they can (under certain assumptions) effectively
and efficiently exercise all system behaviors caused by the interactions of t or fewer factors.
The effectiveness of CIT stems from the coverage properties it provides; e.g., all required t-way
combinations of factor values are guaranteed to be covered at least once. The efficiency, on the
other hand, stems from the fact that a test case can cover more than one required combination.












combinations. Therefore, carefully generating test cases, such that a full coverage under
the given coverage criterion is obtained using a minimum number of test cases can, for example,
decrease the cost of testing.
The results of many empirical studies suggest that majority of factor-related failures in
practice are caused by the interactions of only a small number of factors. That is, t is small in
practice, typically 2 ≤ t ≤ 6 with t=2 (i.e., pairwise testing) being the most common case [3, 2, 4,
5]. For a fixed t, as the variability space grows (as the number of factors increases, for example),
the size of a CIT object represents an increasingly smaller proportion of the whole space. Thus,
very large spaces can efficiently be covered. Consequently, CIT has been successfully used
in many application domains, including systematic testing of network protocols [1, 12], input
parameters [11], configurations [8, 14], software product lines [7], multi-threaded applications [9],
and graphical user interfaces [16].
All these have so far been achieved by having researchers develop specific models for defining
variability spaces together with specific coverage criteria to be used for testing, which in turn
led to the development of novel CIT objects for every unique testing scenario. However, when
the testing scenarios encountered in practice deviate from the ones addressed by researchers,
practitioners often have profound difficulties in using these existing CIT objects [15]. As a
matter of fact, even small changes in variability spaces and/or coverage criteria, may render
existing CIT objects useless. For example, the very first variants of covering arrays supported
only pairwise testing (where t=2) of binary factors. That is, when t>2 and/or when factors
had varying number of values, these CIT objects were useless. Then, new CIT objects were
developed to handle scenarios, in which factors might have different number of values and the
covering arrays could be created for t ≥ 2. But then these new objects suffered in the presence
of inter-option constraints. New combinatorial objects were developed to handle system-wide
constraints, but they then suffered in the presence of test case-specific inter-option constraints,
which led to the development of test case-aware covering arrays [13]. This trend has been going
on for decades now. And the bad news is that every time the variability space and/or the
coverage criterion changes, a new CIT object needs to be defined, which in turn necessitates
the development of specialized construction approaches, algorithms, and tools to compute these
objects. Clearly, all these have been greatly hindering the applicability of CIT in practice.
We conjecture that the flexibility, thus the applicability of CIT in practice, would greatly be
improved, if there were better tools that allowed practitioners to define their own application-
specific variability spaces as well as their own application-specific coverage criteria. That is,
rather than we, as researchers, invent new CIT objects for testing and ask practitioners to use
them, thus telling them what to test, we would like to enable practitioners to define their own
space for testing as well as their own coverage criterion, thus enabling them to invent their
own application-specific CIT objects. Our goal as researchers is then to develop powerful tools
to efficiently and effectively sample the given space to obtain full coverage under the given
criterion. Although such generic tools may not be as efficient as their specialized counterparts,
they certainly can provide the flexibility needed in practice. We call this approach Unified
Combinatorial Interaction Testing (or U-CIT).
In this work we informally introduce U-CIT, which enables practitioners to define their own
variability spaces and coverage criteria for testing, and present a unified construction approach
to compute specific instances of U-CIT objects.
2 Unified Combinatorial Interaction Testing (U-CIT)
Definition 1. A U-CIT requirement is an entity that needs be covered. In U-CIT, requirements
are expressed as constraints.
For example, for scenarios, in which standard covering arrays are used for testing highly
configurable systems, a U-CIT requirement corresponds to a t-tuple to be covered, where a
t-tuple is a set of option-setting pairs for a combination of t distinct configuration options.
Definition 2. A U-CIT test case is a collection of U-CIT test requirements that can be tested
together, i.e., a set of constraints that can be satisfied together.
In our running scenario, for example, a U-CIT test case corresponds to a system configura-
tion, which is indeed an n-tuple, where n is the number of configuration options.
Definition 3. A U-CIT space model is a system of constraints that implicitly define the space
of all valid U-CIT requirements as well as all valid U-CIT test cases, as not all possible combi-
nations of U-CIT requirements may be valid in practice.
For our running scenario, a U-CIT space model specifies that 1) every configuration option
must have a valid setting in a configuration, 2) a valid U-CIT requirement is a valid t-tuple
that does not violate any inter-option constraints, and 3) a valid U-CIT test case is valid
configuration that does not violate any inter-option constraints.
Definition 4. A U-CIT coverage criterion is a criterion that implicitly defines all valid U-CIT
requirements that need to be covered.
For example, the U-CIT coverage criterion for our running scenario states that all valid
t-tuples must be covered at least once.
U-CIT takes as input a U-CIT space model and a U-CIT coverage criterion and as output
computes a U-CIT object, e.g., a set of valid U-CIT test cases, which achieves a full coverage
under the given criterion. Although it is possible to define additional constraints on the emer-
gent properties of the resulting objects, such as the objects must achieve a full coverage with
the “minimum” possible testing cost [6], we, for this work, assume one such emergent constraint
which aims to minimize the number of test cases required for full coverage.
What makes a U-CIT approach a unified approach is that requirements to be covered, test
cases, and the space from which the test cases will be drawn, are all expressed as constraints.
Consequently, the problem of computing a U-CIT object turns into one big, interesting con-
straint solving problem. Note that we use the term “constraint” in the general sense; any
restriction, independent of the logic in which it is specified, is considered to be a constraint.
In other words, no matter whether the constraints are specified using Boolean logic, first-order
logic, temporal logic, etc., the proposed approach will work as long as an appropriate constraint
solver is provided.
Algorithm 1 An algorithm for computing U-CIT objects
Input: A U-CIT space model M , a U-CIT coverage criterion C
Output: A U-CIT object O
1: . Determine all valid U-CIT requirements
2: R← {}
3: for each requirement r implied by C do
4: if isSatisfiable(r ∧M) then




9: . Compute a “minimum” number of satisfiable subsets
10: S ← {}
11: for each r ∈ R do
12: accommodated← false
13: for each R′ ∈ S do
14: if isSatisfiable(r ∧M ∧∧r′∈R′ r′) then





20: if not accommodated then




25: . Generate the actual test cases
26: O ← {}
27: for each R′ ∈ S do
28: τ ← solve(M ∧∧r′∈R′ r′)
29: O ← O ∪ τ
30: end for
31: return O
3 Constraint Satisfaction Problem
A U-CIT coverage criterion effectively defines a set of constraints to be satisfied (not necessarily
all together, but in groups), each of which represents a U-CIT requirement. Given the require-
ments to be covered and a U-CIT space model further constraining the variability space from
which the U-CIT test cases will be drawn, the constraint satisfaction problem we need to solve
is to divide the requirements into a minimum number of non-overlapping sets of requirements,
such that within each set, the constraints representing the requirements in the set as well as the
model constraints are satisfiable together. In effect, a solution for each set represents a valid
U-CIT test case, i.e., a collection of U-CIT requirements that can be tested together. Therefore,
the test cases generated for all the sets, represent a U-CIT object achieving full coverage under
the given coverage criterion. In particular, by reducing the number of non-overlapping sets,
thus the number of test cases, we attempt to reduce testing costs.
4 A Greedy Approach for Computing U-CIT Objects
In this section we present a greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1) to compute U-CIT objects. Given
a U-CIT space model M and a coverage criterion C, we first determine all valid U-CIT re-
quirements R (lines 2-7). To this end, we enumerate all the entities to be covered, convert each
entity to a constraint r, and then determine whether r ∧M is satisfiable (line 4). If it is, then
r is added in R (line 5). Otherwise, r is invalid.
Once the set of valid requirements R is determined, we divide it into non-overlapping sat-
isfiable subsets S, covering all requirements (lines 9-23). To this end, we start with an empty
pool of subsets (line 10). Then, for each requirement r in R, we attempt to accommodate it in
an existing subset in the pool (line 14). If such a subset is found, we include r in the subset
(line 15). If not, we populate the pool with an initially empty subset and then include r in
the newly added subset (line 21). Note that a subset of requirements R′ in this context is




Consequently, to determine whether a new requirement r can be accommodated in an existing
subset R′, we solve the respective constraints together with M , i.e., r∧M ∧∧r′∈R′ r′ (line 14),
if the resulting constraint is satisfiable then we include r in R′ (line 15).
After determining the subsets S, to compute the U-CIT object O, we generate a test case
by solving the logical conjunction M ∧ ∧r∈R′ r for each subset R′ (line 28). The set of test
cases are then guaranteed to obtain full coverage under the coverage criterion C.
Not that we provide this algorithm as a proof-of-concept algorithm for computing U-CIT
objects. That is, in the development of this algorithm, our major concern was correctness, not
performance. Consequently, the proposed algorithm suffers from some drawbacks. One issue is
that being a greedy algorithm, it may yield locally optimal solutions. Another issue is that the
same constraints may end up being solved repeatedly, which may cause scalability issues.
5 An Example: Specifying and Computing Standard Cov-
ering Arrays as U-CIT Objects
In this section, we illustrate U-CIT on a hypothetical system by providing details about how
our running scenario, in which standard covering arrays are used for configuration testing, can
be handled by U-CIT. The example is kept as simple as possible on purpose. In general, the
complexity of encodings depends on the complexity of the system under test and/or complexity
of the application domain.
Without losing the generality of the proposed approach, the system under test we use in our
example has three binary configuration options (o1, o2, and o3), each of which takes the setting of
true or false, together with two inter-option constraints: o2 = true→ o3 = true, invalidating
the combination (o2 = true, o3 = false), and ¬(o1 = true ∧ o3 = false), invalidating the
combination (o1 = true, o3 = false). Furthermore, the system is to be tested using a 2-way
covering array, i.e., all valid 2-tuples must be covered at least once.
For this example, the U-CIT space model M can be expressed in Boolean algebra as (¬o2 ∨
o3) ∧ (¬o1 ∨ o3), where each configuration option is represented by a Boolean variable. In this
encoding, each U-CIT requirement simply becomes a Boolean formula representing a 2-tuple.
For example, the 2-tuple (o1 = false, o2 = true) is expressed as (¬o1 ∧ o2). To determine
whether a U-CIT requirement is valid or not, it is checked whether the respective Boolean
formula is satisfiable with the U-CIT space model M . For example, since (¬o1 ∧ o2) ∧M is
(o1, o2) (o1, o3) (o2, o3)
r1 : ¬o1 ∧ ¬o2 r5 : ¬o1 ∧ ¬o3 r8 : ¬o2 ∧ ¬o3
r2 : ¬o1 ∧ o2 r6 : ¬o1 ∧ o3 r9 : ¬o2 ∧ o3
r3 : o1 ∧ ¬o2
r4 : o1 ∧ o2 r7 : o1 ∧ o3 r10 : o2 ∧ o3
Table 1: All valid U-CIT requirements.
satisfiable, the 2-tuple (o1 = false, o2 = true) is a valid 2-tuple, thus a valid U-CIT requirement.
For the same reason, (o2 = true, o3 = false) is not a valid U-CIT requirement.
The first part of Algorithm 1 (lines 2-7), which determines all valid U-CIT requirements,
would then generate the 10 U-CIT requirements r1, · · · , r10 given in Table 1.
2-way covering array
S = {R′1, R′2, R′3, R′4} o1 o2 o3
R′1 = {r1, r5, r8} false false fase
R′2 = {r2, r6} false true true
R′3 = {r3, r7, r9} true false true
R′4 = {r4, r10} true true true
Table 2: The set of requirements divided into non-overlapping satisfiable subsets of requirements
S = {R′1, R′2, R′3, R′4} (left column), and the respective standard 2-way covering array generated
(right column).
Next, the set of valid requirements is divided into non-overlapping satisfiable subsets by
the second part of Algorithm 2 (lines 10-23). Assuming that the requirements in Table 1 are
processed in the order r1, · · · , r10, the first requirement we process becomes r1 : (¬o1 ∧ ¬o2).
Since the set S is initially empty, we create a new subset R′1 = {r1} and populate S with
R′1, i.e., S = {R′1}. For the second requirement r2 : (¬o1 ∧ o2), since r1 ∧ r2 ∧ M , i.e.,
(¬o1 ∧¬o2)∧ (¬o1 ∧ o2)∧M , is not satisfiable, r2 cannot be placed in R′1. So, we create a new





4 in S, containing requirements r1, r2, r3, and r4, respectively. For requirement
r5 : (¬o1 ∧ ¬o3), as r1 ∧ r5 ∧M , i.e., (¬o1 ∧ ¬o2) ∧ (¬o1 ∧ ¬o3) ∧M , is satisfiable r5 is placed
in R′1 together with r1. After processing all the requirements, we would have the four subsets
of satisfiable U-CIT requirements given in the left column of Table 2.
Finally, in the last part of Algorithm 1 (lines 26-30), for each subset of U-CIT requirements
in S, we generate a U-CIT test case, which in this case corresponds to a valid configuration, by
solving the requirements in the subset together with the U-CIT space model M . For example,
for R′1 (Table 2), solving r1∧r5∧r8∧M produces the configuration (o1 = false, o2 = false, o3 =
false). Solving all the subsets would then generate the U-CIT object given in the right column
of Table 2, which is indeed a standard 2-way covering array – a set of configurations that covers
each valid 2-tuple at least once.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We believe that U-CIT can greatly improve the flexibility of combinatorial interaction testing
in practice. Therefore, efficient and affective approaches for solving the constraint satisfaction
problem we informally introduced in this paper, are of great practical importance. Therefore,
we keep on developing languages and model-based tools for defining variability spaces and
coverage criteria in a generic manner as well as developing efficient and effective approaches for
computing U-CIT objects.
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